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EURUSD spot 1.1323 -0.0133/         
-1.16%

↑ ↓ - - -

GBPUSD spot 1.2944 -0.0139 /        
-1.06%

↑ ↓ - - -

Eurostoxx 50 cash 3135.62 -35.50/              
-1.12%

↑ ↓ - 2984.52, 
2928.16

short

S&P500 - ES
(Mar ‘19)

2706.25 +2.00/                 
+0.07%

↑ ↓ - - -

Gold - GC
(Apr ‘19)

1318.50 -3.60/                
-0.27%

↑ ↑ 1339.40 - -

30-year Bond - ZB
(Mar ‘19)

146 28/32 + 30/32 /
+0.64%

→↑ ↑ 147-8, 
150-24, 
157-27

149-9 long

EURUSD: Last week we wrote: “The Euro continues back and forth. The picture remains very mixed.
Eventually this energy build-up will break to one direction. In the meantime we continue to recommend
staying out.” The Euro begins to fall on its weight as the strong downtrend attempts its next leg down.
While this is by no means a one way street and even though we have price targets all the way to 1.08 we
will keep the neutral bias for one more week.

GBPUSD: Sterling is “in perfect balance” according to our model. This simply means that the quantitative
and qualitative short term outputs are offset by the long term outputs. We continue to maintain that this
can go either way.

Eurostoxx50: Last week we wrote: “According to our model’s current outputs, the short-term trend points
up and the longer term trend points down. In these situations our default position bias would typically be
neutral (out). However when we break down the weight of the evidence it is clear to us that we should be
leaning on the short side. As such, based on the very strong longer term sell signals we will maintain our
short bias for another week.” No change as Thursday’s and Friday’s price action confirm the strength of our
longer term sell signals.

S&P500: Facts: a) This is now the 7th consecutive week where we close up b) We have rallied into a
confluence of resistance levels c) The worst December since the 1930s was followed by the best January in
the last 30 years d) the FED has blinked and has replenished the punch by stepping back from its rate hikes.
According to our model, the longer term and the shorter term trends are diametrically opposed. What we
also have observed is that every time the market tries to sell-off, buyers appear. Another curious incident
is that while we have almost exactly the same signals on the Eurostoxx 50 and the DAX, the S&P 500 keeps
getting “propped-up” when it should be going down, whereas the DAX and the Eurostoxx 50 continue on
their downward ebb and flow. Some argue that this could be the FED propping up stocks again but it’s not
really important to us who it is. There is simply a force in the market that is trying to alter the current set-
up. With that in mind we will change our bias to neutral for now.

Gold: Even though gold shows good price action and both trends point up, the structure of the price action
is such that unless we clear convincingly the 1325-1335 area, there will not be a further price advance.

30-year bond: We remain bullish on bonds. Keep an eye on our price targets.
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Bold: Price target achieved on close
Italic: Price target hit but not on close


